The old humanities and the new science at 100: Osler’s enduring message

“The twin berries on one stem, grievous damage has been done to both in regarding the Humanities and Science in any other light than complemental.”
—Sir William Osler

The year 2019 marks the 100th anniversary of Sir William Osler’s last public speech. Still reeling from the death of his only son in World War I, he had been asked to give the presidential inaugural address of the Classical Association at Oxford. It was the first time a physician had received the honor, and Osler took the assignment very seriously. He chose to speak about “The old humanities and the new science,” and to call for a reunification of the two fields. “Humanists have not enough Science” he warned, “…and Science sadly lacks the Humanities…this unhappy divorce…should never have taken place.” Later, he said that it was the speech to which he had given the greatest thought and preparation. It was in fact Osler’s personal legacy: 2 months later he turned 70, and 7 months later he was dead.

Revisiting the address today, what can Osler teach the high-tech physician of today, when doctors have become “providers” and patients “consumers”? Is Osler’s message still relevant to our craft, or has he simply become an icon of professional nostalgia with little value for our times?

THE NEED FOR THE HUMANITIES IN MEDICINE

Medicine has certainly grown both powerful and successful. Yet it is also confronting hurdles that would have been unimaginable in Osler’s time. Physicians are now the professionals with the highest suicide rate, a burnout rate as high as 70%, rampant depression, dwindling empathy, a predominantly negative perception by the public, and a disturbing propensity to quit. These, of course, may just be symptoms of an increasingly meaningless environment wherein doctors have become small cogs in a medical-industrial complex they can’t control or even understand. Still, is it possible that something more personal may have been lost in the way we now select and educate physicians? Could this, in turn, make us less resilient?

In this regard, Osler’s last public speech serves as an enduring reminder of the need for the humanities in medicine. Osler not only believed it, but throughout his life never missed a chance to express in words, writings, and deeds that the humanities are indeed “the hormones” of the profession. In 1919 he warned against the risk of separating our humanistic tradition from the sciences, and urged us “to infect [anyone] with the spirit of the Humanities,” since to him that was “the greatest single gift in education.”

Unfortunately, the humanities are slippery, not easily quantifiable, hard to define, and seemingly incompatible with an evidence-based approach. Quite understandably, today’s data-obsessed medicine views them with suspicion. But besides reminding us that in medicine not all that counts can be counted, and not all that can be counted counts, the humanities are in fact a fundamental component of the physician’s skillset.

100 years after his death, what can Osler teach the high-tech physician of today?
In a multicenter survey of 5 medical schools, there was indeed a correlation between students’ exposure to the humanities and many of the personal qualities whose absence we lament in today’s medicine: empathy, tolerance for ambiguity, emotional intelligence, and prevention of burnout. Most significant was a strong correlation with wisdom, as measured by the 21-item Brief Wisdom Screening Scale. That all these traits may correlate with humanities exposure is intuitive, since the humanities not only teach tolerance and compassion, but also capture the collective experience of those who came before us. Hence, they teach us wisdom. Wisdom is not an ACGME competency, but it’s undoubtedly a prerequisite for the art of healing. In fact, wisdom may very well be the fundamental trait that characterizes a well-rounded physician, since it encompasses empathy, resilience, comfort with ambiguity, and the capacity to learn from the past. Not surprisingly, it was Osler’s closing wish in 1919.

The humanities can also nurture the very personal qualities we desire in physicians. For example, observing drama fosters empathy, as does taking an elective in medical humanities. Drawing enhances the reading of faces, and observing art improves the art of clinical observation. Reading good literature prompts better detection of emotions, and reflective writing improves students’ well-being. Playing a musical instrument reduces burnout. And an undergraduate major in the humanities correlates with greater tolerance for ambiguity, a highly desirable trait in physicians, since it means openness to new ideas and the capacity to better cope with difficult situations.

In fact, some of the qualities fostered by the humanities even translate into better patient care. For instance, tolerance for ambiguity correlates with more positive attitudes towards patients who have frustrating complaints, with lower use of resources, and with a career choice in direct patient care. Hence, it has been suggested that it should be a prerequisite for medical school admission. Physicians’ empathy is also beneficial, since it correlates with a lower rate of complications and better outcomes in the care of diabetic patients. This should not come as a surprise. As Hippocrates put it 2,500 years ago, “some patients, though conscious that their condition is perilous, recover their health simply through their contentment with the goodness of the physician.”

Lastly, studying the humanities may provide crucial antibodies against the pain and suffering that are unavoidable staples of the human condition. To paraphrase Osler, the humanities might vaccinate us against the difficulties of our profession. Hippocrates himself
had suggested that "it is well to superintend the sick to make them well, to care for the healthy to keep them well, but also to care for one's self...". That is why many institutions now require medical students to take humanities courses.28

■ MEDICINE: AN ART BASED ON SCIENCE

Yet this effort may amount to a rear-guard action that arrives too late and provides too little. The humanities should probably be taught before medical school.29 After all, if it is possible to make a scientist out of a humanist (Osler was living proof), the experience of the past decades seems to suggest that it's considerably harder to make a humanist out of a scientist—hence the need to revisit undergraduate curricula and admission criteria to medical school, so that students can receive an adequate foundation in both arenas. Ironically, students express positive attitudes toward a liberal education and think it would actually help them as physicians.30 Yet they also understand that the selection process remains tilted towards the sciences.30–32

For Osler, scientific evidence was important but not a substitute for a humanistic approach. As he reminded students, "The practice of medicine is an art based on science,"33 whose main goals are to prevent disease, relieve suffering, and heal the sick. To do so, one ought to care more "for the individual patient than for the special features of the disease."34 But he warned them, "It is much harder to acquire the art than the science."35

In fact, "The practice of medicine is a calling in which your heart will be exercised equally with your head." Hence the need to "cultivate equally well hearts and heads." Almost foreseeing our infatuation with guidelines, he also warned against turning medicine into assembly-line work. There are "two great types of practitioners—the routinist and the rationalist," he said in 1900, and "into the clutches of the demon routine the majority of us ultimately come."36

Like most great people, Osler was a man of lights, shadows, and contradictions, probably not quite the saint we wish to believe. Yet he provides insights that are as valid today as they were for his own times, and possibly even more so. His 1919 speech is a paean to the humanities, but also a potential eulogy. As a Victorian physician, Osler was a blend of the new science and the old humanities. He knew that "the old art cannot possibly be replaced by, but must be absorbed in, the new science."35 Yet he could also see the upcoming split between the two cultures, and he tried to warn us. He could in fact foresee the end of an entire way of life. As he said in his address, "there must be a very different civilization or there will be no civilization at all."31

The crisis we face in medicine today may indeed be a symptom of a much larger cultural shift. As Osler himself put it, "The philosophies of one age have become the absurdities of the next, and the foolishness of yesterday has become the wisdom of tomorrow."33 Like Osler, we live in times of transition that require us to act. If in 1910 Flexner gave us science, Osler in 1919 reminded us that medicine also needs the humanities. We ought to heed his message and reconcile the two fields. The alternative is a future full of tricorders and burned-out technicians, but sorely lacking in healers.
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